(Regulations of the Fair Political Practices Commission, Title 2, Division 6, California Code of Regulations.)

§ 18438.4. Participants Under Government Code Section 84308.

(a) A person “lobbies in person” when the person communicates directly with an officer of an agency for the purpose of influencing the decision in a proceeding.

(b) A person “testifies in person” when the person testifies or makes an oral statement before an agency during a proceeding on a license, permit or other entitlement for use for the purpose of influencing the decision of the agency.

(c) A person “otherwise acts to influence” officers of an agency when, for the purpose of influencing the decision in a proceeding:

(1) The person communicates with an officer or employee of the agency in a manner not otherwise specified in subdivision (a) or (b); or

(2) The person's agent lobbies or testifies in person or otherwise communicates with officers or employees of the agency.

(d) A person does not lobby, testify or otherwise act to influence the officers or employees of an agency by communications made to the public, other than those made in the proceedings before the agency.
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